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Sakura Kirisho

Sakura Kirisho is a player character played by club24.

Sakura Kirisho

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female
Date of Birth: YE 38
Organization: Yamatai Star Empire
Occupation: Fighter Pilot

Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

1) Sakura stands at 5’6 with measurements 38c-28-32 and weighs around
60kg with toned muscles as a result of her intensive training lifestyle.

Her jet black hair hangs just below the collar in this style, protruding from her tousled hair are a pair of
cat like ears covered in black fur on the outside matching her hair but white fur inside that contrasts her
looks. Hidden beneath her fringe are two emerald green eyes with a mischievous look to them
accompanied by her moderate lips often turned up in the left corner in a smirk.
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Personality

Having undergone more social training than usual at personal request to assist her role of cook, Sakura
understands the cognitive processes behind peoples decisions and is able to better read their actions.

Sakura holds herself with an air of confidence and has a tendency to come off as arrogant, she
understands the chain of command valuing it above most other aspects including friendships and is as
loyal as a robot in and out of combat. She knows her limits and will often overwork herself on purpose
either to gain sympathy and attention or in dire situations.
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History

Pre-RP

YE 38, As all neko are Sakura was born of a cloning tube and the first thing she ever felt was the
sensation of weightlessness that comes with being suspended in a tube filled with hemosynth, after
several days to get used to her body and being taught who she was and what she would be doing the
neko was sent off to mandatory training.

Once completed Sakura tried out several of the aptitude tests and settled on one of the more domestic
dutys, cooking. Taking extra socialization training at a personal request to help her gain more skills to
better her ability as a cook as she would be talking to people quite often. As a result she will strike up a
casual conversation during meals with the crew and has memorised all the usual dishes that the others
enjoy.

For the whole of YE 39 Sakura remained stationed on a Yamataian military base where she continued to
train herself physically and mentally, when the news of the YSS Hana having open spaces reached her,
she’d already packed her bags and was sent off to join the ship leaving no friends nor memories behind.

In mid YE 40 Sakura was given a rare opportunity to leave the army early and pursue her dreams of
becoming a cake bandit of the frontier world when she stumbled upon Donvan Black in a chance meeting
on one of her scarce days off. With his various connections and charming nature it was eventually
decided that with aid from his family's business her retirement fee would be paid for by them.

Eventually Sakura bumped into yet another strange character, Vinni Firebrand who just so happened to
captain her own ship of scallywags. With her plans to become the greatest cake bandit temporarily
sidelined the neko was all too happy to join the merry band.

By YE 44 Sakura had accomplished a great deal of cake making and perfected her own recipe (by her
standards), but she missed the comraderie of the YSE and practically begged them to let her back in,
whatever it took. As conditional re-entry Sakura was put through fighter pilot training and given an
immediate assignment with the Frontier Skies.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills
Culinary: Sakura's main occupation, she is able to make any dish, preferring healthy meals on and
off assignment. She can cater to any personal needs and preferences as well.
Street-Wise: Since leaving the army Sakura has had to find ways to fend for herself, and ended up
figuring out that many a sad soul will pay well for a few drinks and laughs with a decent looking
girl. On top of her money for good vibes business Sakura learned where to get the cheapest
supplies and how to move around the outer systems via less than legal means.
Fighter Piloting: After being allowed to rejoin the Star Army she was put through pilot training to fill
some priority stations.
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Social Connections

Sakura has connections with:

Donvan Black

Inventory & Finance

Sakura has

A secret recipe for the ultimate cake

OOC Information

In the case club24 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Sakura Kirisho
Character Owner club24
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders

1)
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